ANC asks businesses to prepare to invest

By MONICA YANT
News Editor

The corporate world "can and should" assist in the transition of South Africa to a post-Apartheid government, according to Thabo Mbeki of the African National Congress (ANC).

American businesses need to start investment preparations now, while the transition is still underway, said the ANC's director of international affairs in a press conference yesterday. J.E. Overmyer, president and CEO of Tokheim Corporation; Roderick Turner, executive vice president of Colgate-Palmolive; and Father Oliver Williams, associate provost of the University, joined Mbeki in the press conference at the Center for Continuing Education.

All four are participants in a three-day conference, "The ANC and New Investment in South Africa," sponsored by the University. During the conference members of the ANC will meet with American business executives in an attempt to develop a first-ever policy for investment in a post-Apartheid South Africa.

The basic problem confronting investment in South Africa is instability. "There is conflict still going on, there is an uncertainty about the future," Mbeki said.

What the new government of South Africa must do to quell these fears is to produce economic policies that positively affect social and political policy, thus attracting potential investors, he said.

The timetable for finalizing this democratic government is difficult to determine, Mbeki admitted. The ANC hopes the constitution-making process will begin this year and conclude within one year.

"We would like it to move forward as quickly as possible," Mbeki said.

In the meantime, American businesses must begin to lay the foundations for investment in a post-Apartheid South Africa. The success of investment is going to depend on thorough preparatory work, Mbeki said.

"Change is coming to South Africa," Mbeki promised. "South Africa will be a democratic society sooner than later. Why not get involved now?"

The economic and business climate in South Africa is improving steadily, said Turner and Overmyer. As representatives of the ANC, they said, "South Africa will be a democratic society sooner than later. Why not get involved now?"

He recommended that students take advantage of the opportunity to seek out mentors from the business world. "It's a real opportunity for students to develop into professionals as well as potential investors in the future," Mbeki said.

He said students "might find a needle in a haystack," many of the searches are unproductive. Russo said. One advertisement directed them to a company that he said that no experience was necessary.

"You'd be better off putting a buck in the lottery," Russo said. "You're better off putting in time and money on these computer searches, he said.

"One example of such an organization is the National Scholarship Assistance Program (NSAP) based in Florence, KY, which has recently been posting brochures on the campus of Notre Dame that contain information for students who need scholarship money.

The organization offers to match students' qualifications with companies that have posted job positions in a database of almost 250,000 scholarship listings for a fee of $49. The company, which boasts a 95 percent success rate, "absolutely guarantees to find one scholarship or more," Russo warned that it is possible that the program is a scam.

"You'd be better off spending your time and money on scholarships programs that are well run," Russo said.
INSIDE COLUMN

Don't let a job become an obsession

I think I've figured out what happened.

When I first joined The Observer my freshman year, I thought it was the best thing that had happened to me. I was called to write about the people that everyone else that ever had been or ever would be called to become a legend in Observer lore.

And, besides, it was fun.

However, as time passed, this newspaper became less of a job and more of an obsession. I was in a work-sleep-class-work-class rut (with the occasional "eat" and "drink" thrown in where they would fit). I think the worst part was when I realized that 90 percent of the people that I knew were people that I knew as a result of The Observer.

That's when I decided to do something about it. That was the moment when I did the only natural thing that could be done by a person in this dilemma. I tried out for a play.

More specifically, I tried out for the part of Elbenzer Scrooge in the upcoming Flanner-Sender Players production of "The Christmas Carol." I didn't know if I would audition better if I was dressed as a Spartan, but I thought "Oh, what the hell? What harm could it do?" (After all, it wasn't as if I was going to try skiing or something.)

I hadn't had much fun in so short a time since I beat Michigan at the last moment a year ago. When I got to the part in which Scrooge wakes up a changed man and sings "A Merry Christmas to everybody and a Happy New Year to the whole world," it was more therapeutic than any medicine around.

Besides, I discovered, I wasn't all that bad and if I do say so myself.

The best part of it was that, in the amazingly brief time I've been involved in the play, it has made my job at The Observer so much more fun. My job there is now a mere facet of my life again, just as it was when I was a freshman.

I mean to say is this: It is okay to make something you love a part of your life. The problem comes when you make it the ONLY part of your life.

The solution is simple. If your involved in dance, learn about computers. If your main interest is studying nature, try a martial art. If playing the guitar is your thing, learn how to code. Just do something different, no matter how silly it may seem to you at first.

They've been trying to get the freshmen still deciding what you want to do while you're here, is this: Being involved is good, but not to the point where your involvement becomes an obsession. As my good friend Jeanine once said, "The only good obsessions are the ones you don't want your parents to know about."

P.S. I didn't get the part of Scrooge, but then again, that wasn't really the point, was it?

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Mark Pearson
Assistant News Editor
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VOLUME IN SHARES

1871:

One of America's worst urban fires Chicago and claimed more than 200 lives and destroyed more than 17,000 buildings.

1945:

President Truman announced that the atomic bomb would be shared only with Britain and Canada.

1965:

The hijackers of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro killed American passenger Leon Klinghoffer, dumping his body and wheelchair overboard.

1990:

Italian police opened fire on the Palestineans on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, killing 17.
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ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

1871: One of America's worst urban fires Chicago and claimed more than 200 lives and destroyed more than 17,000 buildings.

1945: President Truman announced that the secret of the atomic bomb would be shared only with Britain and Canada.

1965: The hijackers of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro killed American passenger Leon Klinghoffer, dumping his body and wheelchair overboard.

1990: Italian police opened fire on the Palestineans on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, killing 17.
SMC Church of Loretto will undergo renovation soon

By CHRISTINE SERAPHIN
News Writer

The renovation of the Church of Loretto on Saint Mary's campus was the main topic at Monday's Board of Governance (BOG) meeting.

Sister Mary Turgi, chairperson of the Loretto Renovation Committee, cited two major reasons for the church's renovation:

• Because of the structure of the church, the acoustics make it very hard to understand the speakers.
• The church was built in 1956 prior to Vatican II, and the church committee would like to update Church of Loretto accordingly.

Some of the major changes will include knocking out the first fifteen feet of the mosaics, replacing pews with chairs and possibly replacing the stained glass windows with clear glass.

Some of the major changes will include knocking out the first fifteen feet of the mosaics, replacing pews with chairs and possibly replacing the stained glass windows with clear glass.

In other business, it was announced that the annual Phonathon will be taking place the first two weeks in November. The first organizational meeting will be Thursday, October 10 at 12:30 p.m. in the dining hall. Student volunteers for the Phonathon can receive a free five-minute phone call for every two hours they work.

Also, the Residence Hall Association (RHA) will sponsor a referendum on changing parietals at the dining hall this week. Any interested students may attend the next RHA meeting on Thursday at 7 p.m. in Haggar.

This week is Security Awareness Week. There is a change in one of the events for the week—Rape 101 will be Thursday at 7:30 in the LeMans Tower Room.

The hot line number is 219-288-3784. From areas outside Indiana, the number is 1-800-540-3518.

The hot line is expected to help enforce a new South Bend ordinance that orders landlords to evict tenants suspected of drug activities.

The hot line number is 219-288-3784. From areas outside South Bend, the number is 1-800-540-3518.

In opposition to the change, Senators said that students have access to the records of past committee meetings. Senators also said they have seen little interest in public attendance of past committee meetings.

Senator David Certo proposed changing the amendment to make Senate subcommittee meetings open to the public.

"I think we should make it clear to the students that we have nothing to hide," Certo said.

The constitution formerly stated that the Student Senate shall meet weekly. The new amendment, proposed by Jennifer Switzer and David Reinke, makes it possible to prevent any cancellation of meetings to obstruct discussion of a topic, providing that five senators call a meeting if they feel it is necessary.
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**Special to The Observer**

An instructional technology symposium for faculty and teaching assistants will be sponsored by Notre Dame's Office of University Computing (OUC) on Friday, January 10 at various Notre Dame computer labs.

The symposium will focus on new teaching approaches, highlighting current projects from other universities. The faculty workshops will offer hands-on experience with classroom software that can be used for teaching and course development.

The symposium is open to all Notre Dame, St. Mary's and Holy Cross faculty and teaching assistants.

**Wednesday's runoffs, according to Reindl.** Freshmen may vote in their hall from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. The runoffs will be held between the following candidates: Allison Heldbrink, Suzanne Fodor—Lewis; James C. Glover, Kevin Meaward—Fisher; Fran Metlaugh, Elizabeth Hansen—Knott, Julia Hohberger, Margaret Garzelloni—Lyons; Amy Connolly, Karen DeBay, Glna Lgorg—Breen-Philips; Richard Palermo, Ryan Grabow—Keenan, Jorge Rodriguez, Brett Welaj—Stanford, Rachel Mitchell; Samantha Spencer—Siegfried; Hong Ly, Amy Vinosky—Howard; David Bozanich, Trung Duc To—Zahn; and Sean McGough, Lee Haller—Plamor. The three-person runoff in Breen-Phillips resulted from a tie in the general election, according to Reindl. The representatives from Morrisey, Carroll, and Sorin Halls will be announced on Thursday, according to Reindl. No candidates entered the race from these halls. Each rector will choose the hip dorm representative.

The Freshman Advisory Committee is a council of freshmen elected to address the activities and concerns of the Class of 1995. The representatives will select executive officers, and organize specific committees.

This election procedure is newly adopted, according to Reindl. In past years, the rector from each hall selected the representative. "Campaigning went well considering that we were all new at this. Next year we hope to have better participation and a smoother process," Reindl added.

"Elections will be beneficial, because all other student political offices are elected positions. This should encourage them to run again as upperclassmen," Reindl said.

---

**Honor Code Open Forum**

**Do You Have Questions about the Honor Code??**

**Interested in Becoming A Part of the Honor Code??**

**Tuesday, October 8**

6:30-8:30 p.m.

At the Dooley Room in LaFortune
Hill: Thomas created 'hostile environment'

NORMAN, Okla. (AP) — A former aide to Clarence Thomas said Monday that sexually inappropriate comments by the Supreme Court nominee had created a "hostile environment" at two federal agencies.

University of Oklahoma law professor Anita Hill urged the Senate to investigate and consider her accusation that Thomas had bothered her with talk of sex and pornographic movies.

If the Senate does, "then I have done what I am obligated to do. But until that happens, I think then that none of us have done our jobs," she told reporters.

"That is what I consider an official resolution."

Senate leaders indicated they would proceed with a Tuesday evening vote on Thomas' nomination, but the Senate Judiciary Committee but only talked about her encounters with Thomas a decade ago while she worked for him in the Education Department and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. She said the comments came after she rejected Thomas' requests for a date.

Thomas was single at the time.

Hill said she didn't use the phrase sexual harassment in an affidavit submitted to the Senate Judiciary Committee but only responded to inquiries from the Senate panel and the media. She said her integrity had been called into question. She said she felt his actions created a "hostile environment," a guideline often used in sexual harassment cases.

"It undermines his ability to faithfully enforce those guidelines," she said.

"It seems to me a person shouldn't have to violate the law in order for his character to be called into question," she said. "I want to focus on behavior."

Thomas denies the allegations.

Hill said her integrity had been called into question. She denied she was politically grandstanding and said she only responded to inquiries from the Senate panel and the media.

Featured Speaker: Jim Kackley
Chicago Office Managing Partner
and Member
Arthur Andersen's Worldwide Organization
Board of Partners

Dress is Casual Refreshments to Follow

All MBA's and undergraduate accounting and finance majors are invited to attend a presentation and reception at 7:30 p.m., hosted by ARTHUR ANDERSEN on Tuesday, October 8th in the lower level of the CCE.

New York Times

Darling Nikki,
Now you can suck on those longnecks legally!
Happy 21st Birthday!
We love you!

The Observer/Garr Schwartz

High court rejects anti-plant appeal

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — The Supreme Court on Monday rejected an appeal by opponents of the Seabrook, N.H., nuclear power plant, ending a nearly two-decade battle over federal licensing of the reactor.

The high court, without comment, turned down arguments by anti-nuclear groups and Massachusetts officials that a radiation leak from the seacoast reactor would be a major disaster for thousands of summertime beachgoers in both states.

Justice David Souter, formerly New Hampshire's attorney general and a state Supreme Court judge, didn't participate in the ruling.

Seabrook critic acknowledged the Supreme Court's decision signaled the end of opposition to a federal operating license for the reactor.

Opponents have tried to block Seabrook through regulatory channels since plans for the project first were announced in 1972. Activists turned the plant into a symbol for the nation's anti-nuclear movement through civil disobedience that resulted in more than 3,000 arrests since construction began in 1976.

The $6.6 billion, 1,150-megawatt plant is located at the southern tip of New Hampshire's 18-mile coastline, near popular beaches and about two miles north of the Massachusetts line.

After years of wrangling over emergency planning for the plant's 10-mile evacuation zone, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission gave it a commercial license in March 1990, and it began operating five months later.

The reactor initially was planned for operation in 1979, and the years of delays took a financial toll on plant owners. Lead owner of the Public Service Company of New Hampshire sought bankruptcy protection in 1988.

Plant operators defend Seabrook as the safest, most closely scrutinized nuclear plant in history. But critics say plans are inadequate for evacuating a summertime peak population of 247,000 out of the 10-mile zone caused by a radiation leak or similar accident.

New Hampshire officially supported the plant, but former Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis was a vocal critic of emergency plans for communities in his state within the 10-mile zone.

The NRC started requiring emergency response plans after the 1979 Three Mile Island accident in Pennsylvania. Opponents complained that the NRC only required generalized assurances that Seabrook could cope with an accident.

The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia upheld the commission's licensing procedure in January, calling the agency's approach "a reasonable exercise of discretion."

Diane Curran of the New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, with headquarters in Brattleboro, Vt., said Monday's high court rejection is "the end of the road on emergency planning."
Hoosier rep. admits overdrafts

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. Jill Long on Monday joined four other Indiana lawmakers in acknowledging overdrafts at the private House Bank.

The Democrat said she believes the House Bank held two of her checks because she did not have enough money in her account to cover them.

"I am embarrassed," the Democrat said in a written statement released by her Washington office. "I was not aware I had overdraft my account and I wish I had been notified by the Sergeant at Arms (who runs the House Bank)."

During a review of all her bank statements last weekend, Long said she discovered that two checks in two separate months appeared to have been held 24 hours.

Her monthly statements give no indication of any overdrafts, Long said. No tax dollars were used to cover the overdrafts, which she said were "small."

"Nonetheless," she said, "the responsibility for balancing my account is mine and the mistake was mine."

Four other Indiana lawmakers — Democratic Reps. Andrew Jacobs Jr., Frank McKinley and Phil Sharp and Republican Sen. Dan Coats — acknowledged overdrafts at the private House Bank.

Like Long, Jacobs said he had never been notified of a week-end The other Indiana lawmakers said they covered their over-drafts the same day they were notified of them.

Long brings to 44 the number of current House members who have said they overdrew their accounts.

Scam

continued from page 1

• How long has the organization been in existence?

• What are the credentials of those running the program?

• Is it possible to obtain a refund, and what kind of scholarship are the participants, and how much of documentation is necessary?

• What is the success rate for the participants, and how much and what kind of scholarship money do they find?

"I'm amazed how many people are so naive," Russo said. "Unfortunately, it's often those who really need the money most who are taken."

Saint Mary's focuses on 'Security Awareness'

By AMY GREENWOOD

Saint Mary's News Editor

Saint Mary's Student Government kicked off "Security Awareness Week" Monday with a security forum at SMC.

The evening began with a video about campus safety and awareness, followed by a panel discussion. The panel consisted of Richard Chledek, SMC director of security, and George Gherardi, a South Bend police officer from the crime prevention department.

The panel fielded general questions about crime in South Bend, specifically about the increase in drug-related crime. Many questions were, however, targeted at SMC campus crime. Participants raised concerns about learning self-defense techniques. Gherardi raised concerns about the need for more knowledge of self-defense.

"A lot of people think that to be secure you just carry mace in your backpack," Gherardi said. "This is a false sense of security, according to the panel. Contrary to the views of the forum audience, the panel agreed that use of mace does not always provide adequate protection, and it can be used against the victim.

Beginning today and continuing through Thursday, October 16, SMC Student Government members will be posted at the entrances to SMC in the evening. They will approach walkers and joggers who are walking alone or with head-phones and advise them of the dangers of their actions.

"Security can't be responsible for students all the time, but students have to be responsible for themselves," said Maureen Lowry, student government president. "Student Government wants to encourage every student to be responsible for herself."

Security awareness week continues next Tuesday. October 15, when a husband and wife team will conduct demonstrations on self-defense.
Haitian soldiers seize palace, name president

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Enraged soldiers stormed the Legislative Palace on Monday and forced lawmakers at gunpoint to name a Supreme Court judge to replace exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide.

About the same time, soldiers at the international airport burst into a room where eight foreign ministers from the Organization of American States and a senior State Department official were meeting the nation's military chief.

The troops left the meeting a few minutes later, apparently after a foreign minister from the burst into a room where eight then arrested a leading Aristide supporter.

The attacks seemed to confirm earlier suspicions that the head of the army, Gen. Raoul Cedras, lacks control over his forces. Cedras has said he did not plan the Sept. 30 coup and only took charge after lower-ranking soldiers threatened to kill Aristide.

About 150 soldiers surrounded the palace at about 4:30 p.m. and fired machine guns and assault rifles. No one was hit by gunfire, a legislator inside the building said, but soldiers struck some lawmakers with rifle butts.

Details were sketchy on what happened next, but about an hour after the attack, state-run radio announced that the National Assembly had decided to invoke Article 149 of the constitution, which provides for a Supreme Court judge to replace Aristide, who flew into exile after the coup.

Later, state-run TV reported that the judge who would be interim president was named Joseph Nerette.

The broadcast showed the vice president of the Chamber of Deputies, Françoise Monnet, reading a document it said was a resolution declaring that the presidency was vacant and that Prime Minister Rene Preval had been removed from office.

The man reached by telephone inside the building said lawmakers had wanted to apply Article 148, under which the prime minister and his Cabinet run the government during a president's temporary absence.

But the soldiers forced them to apply Article 149. In addition to providing for an interim government, the article schedules elections within 90 days.

Aristide, an activist priest swept into power by a landslide election last December, could not run in the new elections because a president cannot succeed himself.

As they stormed the palace on assuring that Aristide did not return, some of the soldiers shouted in Creole, "Na trickery!"

A spokesman for Aristide's party, the National Front for Change and Democracy Coalition, said lawmakers wrote the resolution at gunpoint. He said soldiers pointed M-16 rifles at him, and a corporal he knew intervened to save his life.

The spokesman, who asked not to be named for fear of retaliation, called for foreign military intervention that the constitution doesn't permit foreign military intervention, but the circumstances are exceptional," he said.

At the airport, about 70 soldiers stormed into a waiting room where of them grabbed Port-au-Prince's chief mechanic fired into the air to scatter reporters and photographers who tried to approach them as they hauled Paul away.

Turkish embassy official slain in Greece

ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Two leftist gunmen killed the Turkish Embassy's press attaché Monday, the eve of Premier Constantine Mitsotakis' visit to Turkey, officials said.

Cetin Gorgu, 28, was shot as he got out of his car outside his apartment building, said regional police chief Simeon Papadogjorgos.

Ballistics tests showed the 45-caliber handgun was the same as that used several times before by the November 17 terrorist group, a police spokesman said. He spoke condition of anonymity, in accordance with Greek practice.

November 17 claimed responsibility in a communique sent to the newspaper Eleftherotypia, a police spokesman said. He said the better condemned Turkish policy in the divided island of Cyprus.

November 17 has killed 15 other people, including four Americans, since it first flaring in 1975. It is named for the date in 1973 when a military junta crushed a student rebellion.

Iran frees American engineer

WASHINGTON (AP) — In what could be another sign of diminished hostility toward the United States, Iran on Monday freed an American engineer imprisoned for five years on spycraft charges.

Jon Pattis, 54, arrived in the United States, saluting reporters as he deplaned in Augusta, Ga., a few miles from his hometown of Aiken, S.C. He said it was "great" to be back but sped away in a car without answering further questions.

Officials in Washington had earlier declined even to confirm that Pattis was headed for the United States, saying a minimum of publicity was one condition of his release.

He released himself to be part of an improving climate in U.S.-Irish relations since the death of Ayatollah Khomeini in June 1989.

Iranian officials have recently spoken of the possibility of reaching agreements with the United States on a range of issues once the hostages in Lebanon are freed and frozen Iranian assets abroad are re­leased.

Pattis worked for Cosmos Engineers of Bethesda, Md., at Iran's main satellite ground station at Asadabad. He was arrested after the facility was besieged by Iraq during the Iran-Iraq war in 1986.

He was sentenced to 10 years in prison in 1987 by a revolutionary court on espionage charges.

Pattis was quoted in a Tehran television interview in 1986 that he had engaged in spying for the Central Intelligence Agency. He was quoted as saying he had worked in Iran on various projects since 1969 and supplied the agency with information on telecommunications sites and projects, black market money rates, rumors about the health of Khomeini and other internal subjects.

The State Department denied in 1986 that Pattis had been working for the U.S. government.
Lesbian city worker entitled to sick leave

DENVER (AP) — A city worker who left her job last month to care for her injured lesbian lover was entitled to sick leave, a hearing officer has ruled.

The ruling, released Sunday, overturns a Department of Health and Hospitals decision to deny social worker Mary Ross's claim for sick leave.

Hearing officer Margo Jones said Ross's lover, Jeanne DiClementi, is a member of Ross's immediate family and the city was required to consider her sick leave request regardless of sexual orientation.

"Failing to apply the sick-leave rules without regard to an employee's sexual orientation violates (Ross's) rights," Jones ruled. "A heterosexual employee ... would be granted the use of his/her accrued sick leave to care for their immediate family members." Ross has been battling the city over terms of the city's sick-leave rules, which define the term "immediate family" in its personnel code.

The occasion of 'National Coming Out Day' and recent campus debate on the 'safe haven concept' offer an opportunity to reflect on the situation of gay students at Notre Dame.
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Iraq launches attack on Kurds
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"Failing to apply the sick-leave rules without regard to an employee's sexual orientation violates (Ross's) rights," Jones ruled. "A heterosexual employee ... would be granted the use of his/her accrued sick leave to care for their immediate family members." Ross has been battling the city over terms of the city's sick-leave rules, which define the term "immediate family" in its personnel code.

Campus Ministry

The occasion of 'National Coming Out Day' and recent campus debate on the 'safe haven concept' offer an opportunity to reflect on the situation of gay students at Notre Dame.

A 1986 letter from the Congregation of the Faith to the National Conference of Catholic Bishops of the United States declares that "homosexual inclination is not itself a sin, neither is homosexual activity a morally acceptable option...." The letter urges homosexual persons "to form chaste, stable relationships.

For centuries, the Catholic Church has taught that the only proper place for genital sex is within the permanent bond of marriage and in the context of the potentiality for new life. This sexual ethic applies equally to homosexuals as to heterosexuals. To engage in genital sex is contrary to this standard, nothing is asked of them that is not asked of heterosexuals or bisexuals. This may be a difficult standard, but it is one which gives witness to the God of Kingdom, proclaimed by Jesus, where heterosexuals are alike called.

Since Notre Dame is a Catholic University, the official perspective of the institution toward homosexuals is that of the Catholic Church, namely, that while homosexual orientation is not sinful, homosexual acts are.

The same is true, of course, for those who might seek the Church's ethical approval of heterosexual acts outside the permanent bond of marriage.

An impasse can be reached in dialogue with either group or situation, since Catholic teaching does not sanction morally acceptable or neutral a sexually active lifestyle outside marriage.

It is important to assert that anything that the Church says to its members or that we say to homosexual students, faculty members, staff or alumni, must be said with understanding and with pastoral compassion and sensitivity. Notre Dame must stand with the Church in stressing that homosexuals are our brothers and sisters, and that with such children of a God whose love for us is without measure, regardless of our sexual orientation. In practice, this means that offensive actions, from thoughtful jokes to harassment, contradict the bases of Christian community.

When a person becomes a member of a community, and all the more so when the foundation is Christian as in our case, there is a legitimate expectation that one will live in an atmosphere of peace and security conducive to growth and happiness. At Notre Dame, we should be able to assume this as a baseline, and offer more.

This means that we are obliged to contribute to the creation of a peaceful climate which helps all the members of our community to develop confidence in themselves and which urges them to be compassionate with others.

Therefore, to harass, belittle, taunt, scorn or humiliate members of our community who are homosexual because of their orientation is simply intolerable at Notre Dame or anywhere else, and these actions should be rejected by all who bear the name of Christ.

Our challenge as a community is not simply to avoid doing the wrong thing, but rather to do what is fitting and correct. The Gospel urges us to have the same sentiments towards one another that Jesus has for each of us.

This means that we should go out of our way to accept, promote and defend the rights of all the members of our community so that each of us can develop our God-given talents for the love of God who created us and in service of our fellow human beings.

It means that we should scrutinize our prejudices, assess our vocabulary and examine our attitudes to see if we are tolerant and willing to accept those who are different from us; to see if our attitudes toward others reflect, no matter how dimly, those of Jesus Christ.

If we are unwilling to examine our expressed and sometimes implicit negative attitudes towards those among us who are homosexual, indeed, even if we are simply reluctant to do so, it is only with difficulty that we can call ourselves followers of Jesus Christ in any meaningful way.

Richard V. Warner, C.S.C.
Loving, prayerful confrontation lacks the uncaring quality of gay-bashing

Dear Editor:

Robert Griffin's "A lover's quartet I have with my church" (The Observer, Sept. 27) fuses some issues in his "quartet" with the Church. Griffin's critique is not a clear term. It can imply two very different things:

1) Gay-bashing might be used when a person believes that homosexuality is wrong and harmful, and against God's perfect will, and lovingly and prayerfully discusses this with a gay friend. This certainly should not be called gay-bashing at all.

2) It may denote ridiculing, heckling, threatening, or otherwise hazing someone because they are gay. This is obviously unloving and uncharitable, and should always be condemned.

My point is that believing homosexuality is a sin, in love, telling someone, is not gay-bashing, but is an act of love. The Church’s faith is one that believes there are definite rights and wrongs, and that these affect our relationship with God, each other and our own well-being.

Moreover, the Scriptures say that we are members of one body, and that we must therefore "speak the truth to one another in love." There is a pervasive view these days that everyone has a right to privacy, and that everyone should "mind his or her own business." This may be true with regard to unbelievers, but for those who are followers of Christ this is precisely not the case. Scripture says that we are "baptized into one body" and that we are "members one of another." We are to care for one another, watch out for each other, and keep each other accountable. It is an essential part of God's redemptive life for us, though it flies in the face of modern Western individualism.

The fact that the truth is spoken without love is very terrible and has harmful consequences. The truth should be spoken, though, and spoken by those who care. Griffin is right when he says that "gays and straights alike are pardoned for having sinned and fallen short of the glory of God." Forgiveness, however, comes with repentance. When we ask forgiveness for something, we also must repent, change whatever it is we are doing which is wrong.

The Church is never to condone our continuing in sin. Forgiveness, however, comes with repentance. When we ask forgiveness for something, we also must repent, change whatever it is we are doing which is wrong. The Church is never to condone our continuing in sin.

Griffin says, "Confrontation humilates truth whose outward and visible sign should be the forgiveness of something, we are not doing the loving thing at all. Love requires confrontation, confrontation of the right sort. And we all should be open to such confrontation when others share lovingly with us, so that we can grow in our walk with Christ.

Certainly Griffin would not want his article to be called one which bashes gay-bashers. He would want it to be seen as a loving rebuke. And loving rebukes are not bashing.

Griffin closes his article by saying that he has been defending the rights of gays in his articles for twenty years. Does he mean that he has been defending the gays against unloving confrontation? If so, the Church is already in complete and hearty agreement with him, and so is the Bible. If he means to proclaim that homosexuality is not sin, however, that is a different matter.

Furthermore, if he is using emotional, pejorative terms like gay-bashers in reference to people who think that homosexuality is a sin, and who, in love, share that with brothers and sisters that they care about, then I think he has been missing the mark these last twenty years, and that he is rightly opposed by the Church.

Andrew Koehl
Off-campus
Sept. 27, 1991
Dear Editor:

A few weeks ago, I had the chance to travel to Dallas for the Cotton Bowl. While there, I met several other girls and friends who had also attended. We had a wonderful time together.

Laurie Gilbert  
Walsh Hall  
Sept. 25, 1991

---

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**Adoption: a painful, yet responsible and loving decision**

**TO THE EDITOR**

I have been following the recent controversy over the issue of declaring discrimination policy against homosexuals. It seems like the whole issue has been too much for some people to handle. I think it's important that we as a society work towards understanding and acceptance.

Michael Vore and his officially unapproved dorm declarations asked the dorms to declare themselves to be "Safe Havens" for sexual orientations other than heterosexual. I applaud this action because it allows for sexual preference.

This request seems quite reasonable to me. I understand that one roommate may not agree to abide by the rules of the dorm and their same-sex roommate.

How then would it be possible for the dorms to agree to a policy which we've already agreed to follow? Could it be so that the gay and lesbian students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's could slip the label of "Safe Haven" into the dorm's policy?

The resolution states that "We, the students of Notre Dame, recognize, understand, and support the non-discrimination policy of the University with respect to sexual preference.

The resolution makes one envision a dorm that would be safe for people of all sexual orientations. I think it's important that we support this policy.

I voted to pass the resolution, because it's more than I showed my support of homosexuals as Michael W. Miller would like to believe. I think that we should support non-discrimination. I could not be more sure that I support homosexuals such as shouting and yelling at them.

People should be able to think as they wish concerning moral issues that have been discussed in public. It is important that we support heterosexual community at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

Dear Editor:

My freshman year at ND was 1970. There were no girls yet. It was a difficult adjustment for me along with most of my friends that ND was not a refuge from life. I thought of myself as a good Catholic friend. Unfortunately, I was in a plume. There were much better things to think about than girls and besides, ND had seven times more men than Saint Mary's did women.

When Christmas break finally came my roommate, myself and some friends drove to Dallas for the Cotton Bowl game. Actually we went more for girls than for the football game.

I made one phone call to this girl I just met from Marquette University. She was into Eric Fromm and his book The Art of Loving. Her interpretation of Fromm's idea was that we should be more honest and open to each other.

My actions were a partial reflection of all my studies. I thought evolution was certainly true and the God of the Bible was not so important. I believed that we had been created by chance and that we should not be concerned with the concept of God. My belief was not relevant for me.

I had been as a scholar of the Bible and the history of the Bible. I found Desmond Morris book The Naked Ape true. The real truth was not the Adam and Eve story but rather that we in some way evolved from monkeys. There wasn't a God that created Adam and Eve and us too and before whom we would be responsible to be holy.

Unfortunately a few seconds later I found myself thinking the same thing. I was arrested for shoplifting! I should not have done it but I was a little drunk and maybe I looked suspicious. I felt they were wrong but nevertheless I got to spend New Year's Eve in the Dallas City Jail.

I had just finished about three months of studying behavioral psychology, evolutionary theory taught me by a priest, and writings by authors such as Herman Schede during my senior year in a theology course. I believe in the Bible. I thought of myself that I did not have time for fairy tales. There were much better things to think about than the Bible. I did not want to hear another lecture. I tried to get her interested in something else.

I met her in a room at the end of the hallway from her same group who also only wanted to discuss the Bible. I thought to myself that I did not have time for fairy tales. There were much better things to think about than the Bible. I did not want to hear another lecture. I tried to get her interested in something else.

I was getting nowhere with her but from Dallas I decided to take off and find something else. They had forced me to think on what I really believed. I happened to walk by a bookstore that opened two hours after me. I walked in searching for the books I thought explained the Bible better.

I found Desmond Morris book The Naked Ape. The real truth was not the Adam and Eve story but rather that we in some way evolved from monkeys. There wasn't a God that created Adam and Eve and us too and before whom we would be responsible to be holy.

Unfortunately a few seconds later I found myself thinking the same thing. I was arrested for shoplifting! I should not have done it but I was a little drunk and maybe I looked suspicious. I felt they were wrong but nevertheless I got to spend New Year's Eve in the Dallas City Jail.

I had just finished about three months of studying behavioral psychology, evolutionary theory taught me by a priest, and writings by authors such as Herman Schede during my senior year in a theology course. I believe in the Bible. I thought of myself that I did not have time for fairy tales. There were much better things to think about than the Bible. I did not want to hear another lecture. I tried to get her interested in something else.

I was getting nowhere with her but from Dallas I decided to take off and find something else. They had forced me to think on what I really believed. I happened to walk by a bookstore that opened two hours after me. I walked in searching for the books I thought explained the Bible better.

I found Desmond Morris book The Naked Ape. The real truth was not the Adam and Eve story but rather that we in some way evolved from monkeys. There wasn't a God that created Adam and Eve and us too and before whom we would be responsible to be holy.

Unfortunately a few seconds later I found myself thinking the same thing. I was arrested for shoplifting! I should not have done it but I was a little drunk and maybe I looked suspicious. I felt they were wrong but nevertheless I got to spend New Year's Eve in the Dallas City Jail.

I had just finished about three months of studying behavioral psychology, evolutionary theory taught me by a priest, and writings by authors such as Herman Schede during my senior year in a theology course. I believe in the Bible. I thought of myself that I did not have time for fairy tales. There were much better things to think about than the Bible. I did not want to hear another lecture. I tried to get her interested in something else.

I was getting nowhere with her but from Dallas I decided to take off and find something else. They had forced me to think on what I really believed. I happened to walk by a bookstore that opened two hours after me. I walked in searching for the books I thought explained the Bible better.

I found Desmond Morris book The Naked Ape. The real truth was not the Adam and Eve story but rather that we in some way evolved from monkeys. There wasn't a God that created Adam and Eve and us too and before whom we would be responsible to be holy.
SARG relates students to alumni

By JAHNELLE HARRIGAN
Assistant Accent Editor

For most students, life after Notre Dame seems a long way off. In reality, it's just around the corner.

The Student Alumni Relations Group (SARG) at Notre Dame recognizes this and is working to "promote the relationship between Notre Dame students and alumni," according to the group's president.

Sponsored by the Notre Dame Alumni Association, SARG, a volunteer student organization, was formed in 1980. Each year the group coordinates many various student services and social functions to bring students and alumni closer together.

Membership is open to all students at Notre Dame who are in good academic standing with the University. Approximately 45 students are involved with SARG, 20 participating actively, Miller said.

The SARG Extern Program assists students in gaining first-hand career experience in their chosen profession. Students are matched with alumni whose education and career goals are similar to their own.

The program resembles a mini-internship where students spend a week in the business world learning about a specific career of their choice. The purpose of the Extern Program is not to assist students in finding future jobs. Instead, it is meant to be used as an informational tool, Miller said.

The goal is to provide future alumni "with a meaningful experience that will enable them to make intelligent career choices," according to the program literature.

Approximately 300 Notre Dame alumni, solicited through the January Alumni Newsletter, are involved in the SARG Extern Program. "We try to get alumni from all over the country," said Miller.

During this fall break, 12-15 Notre Dame students will participate in an "externship" in various places across the country. Because they are responsible for arranging their housing and transportation, they are encouraged to request a site close to their hometown or near relatives to keep expenses to a minimum.

SARG is presently working to gain corporate sponsorship for the program and is hoping to have corporations come forward with financial backing.

In response to students or alumni who are unable to participate in the full Extern Program, SARG has developed alternatives.

The SARG Alumni Career Network Directory is a compilation of all alumni who have agreed to act as phone contacts for students seeking information on career strategies and options. The directory is available through the Alumni Office.

In the South Bend business community, SARG works with the local St. Joseph Valley Alumni Club to coordinate possible externships so that all students may participate, regardless of their financial situation. Because students are able to live on campus, this local program eliminates travel and eating expenses.

SARG sponsors many other events each year. The Distinguished Alumni Lecture Series invites famous alumni who have made a difference, to speak on campus and discuss career options with students according to Miller.

Past speakers include Donald Ralz, Publisher of Sports Illustrated; Congressman Romano Mazzoli (Ky.); and Ron Homer, President and CEO of Boston Bank of Commerce.

The Pre-Med/Pre-Law trip sponsored by SARG allows students to visit the University of Michigan Medical and Law Schools each spring. Notre Dame alumni teaching at Michigan give students a first-hand look at the legal and medical world.
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Rape 101

CARE educates students about the serious issue of rape

Confusion surrounds Mellencamp's new image

By ROLANDO DE AGUIAR

John Mellencamp is wearing a new costume.

John's costume is a jean-and-a-T-shirt image. His new look is a far cry from his earlier image, for example, the jean-and-a-T-shirt image he donned on the cover of his album, "Small Town Glamour." His new look is a southern-style to the bone, a look that he's been wearing for years.

Mellencamp's new album, "Whenever We Wanted," incorporates a southern-style to the bone. His new look is a southern-style to the bone, a look that he's been wearing for years.
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FOR SALE
CATHOLICS vs. CONVICTS III 1988 on video. $7. Supplies. 81-D Phone Game Day Promotions Phone #234-3328

FOR SALE - classifieds ads w/ plotter KODAK X40 $470 selling student booklet ticket

COMPUTER: Mckinley 261 pm $1800 Sold 261-7923 Aptmyag #0010 Agree 3000m for upgrade/your PC needs? $250 megs. $24950 Max: 1778

EXCHANGE: I HAVE 2 PITS FOR SALE AND WANTED FOR 2 TENN GAS. CALL ME ASAP.

MY LITTLE BRIDE AND FRIENDS WANT TO COME TO UTAH. NEED GAS CARD.

I need TN GA for Pitt game. Will call at x600

I need a student GA for Pitt against Iowa. Will call at x9445

HELP! I need tickets! Please call x1321

Need 6 TN, and 6 USC GA's. Will pay big bucks.

I have 2 Tennesse GA's I want to trade for 2 Pitt GA's. CM Shannon P 727-7352

MANY PITT AND TENN GA TICKETS AVAILABLE TO PARENTS WILL PAY BIG MONEY CALL ERC or JEFF 45375

Need 2 PITT or TENN GA'S CALL ME AT 727-3933 Selling Pittsburgh students

I need USC--$77-6048 Tony

I want to sell 2 TTN GA's for $150

NEED 2 PITT GA'S or 2 TENN GA'S for $250 CALL at X89992 Selling USC students

WON'T YOU MAKE AN OLD JESUS CHRISTIAN'S DREAM COME TRUE? NEED 5 (TENNESSEE) ON 10/12, CALL JM AT 989-7699

2 U.SC. used for sale Tom or 278-7670

I need 2 PITA GA

TICKETS WANTED

If you any tickets for any game, please call me. Paul X6058

PLEASE SELL ME OR 1 TENN GAs X964

HELP! I need student TTN for $90 should be available for 8 pm

I need 2 TTN GA's I will trade to UF for $180

I need 2 USC GA's. Can you help me out? X4410

I need a student GA for Pitt call Diane x9535

HELP! I need tickets! Please call x1321

Need 10 TN GA's. Can you help me out? X4410

WILL BUY USC AND TENNESSEE GAS FOR $100 A TICKET 27370071

I need 2 GA's for Pitt. I need to sell them for Navy big Nav fans willing to pay call Dale #1534

NEED GA's FOR PITT AND USC. MONEY NO OBJECTION. Call Rich x3414

Help, I need 2 Tn GA's for Tenn, for my good looking, available, never seen a game at No--call Laura at 217-9185, please

TENNIS GAS NEEDED PLEASE CALL FAMT x6954

HELP, TENNESSEE GAS NEEDED PLEASE CALL FAMT x6954

I need 2 TTN GA's for $185 Will call at x600

TICKETS FOR TENN

TRADE: 5 USC for 2 Tn GA's for $155 Call Mike 392-1583

WILL TRADE 2 USC FOR 2 TENNESSEE GAS... 601-924-5417 NIGHTS

HELP! I need student tickets. Please call 272-4372

WE HAVE 4 PITS AND PUNN YOUNG FANS WANTED FOR 2 TENN GAS CALL ME ASAP.

I HAVE 5 NAVY GA'S TO TRADE FOR $8 OR BOTH IT CALL Matt at 236-9051

HELP! I need three USC GA's please call me at x6523

I need 2 PITT GA's of $1939 Will call at x89992

NEED 2 TICKS to be sold that hurts Mike $155

NEED PITT GA $2180 DANN

NEED 2 TICKS FOR PITT CALL TOM or 272-4372

NEED 1-4 NAVY GA'S. CALL ME AT 236-9051

NEED 1-4 NAVY GAS CALL CHRISTINE AT 271-0053.

DESPERATELY NEEDED 2 PITT GAS-PARTIES COMING IN FOR BIRTHDAY CALL ME OR EMAIL ME

I need USC--$77-6048 Tony

I need 2 TTN GA's I will trade for 2 USC GA's. Call Mr. x6954

WE WILL TRADE 2 Pitt GA's FOR 2 TENN GAS CALL ME ASAP.

I WANTED: 6 USC STUDENT TICKETS FOR TENN GAS CALL ME AT X3414

I need 2 PIT GA's. Can you help me out? X4410

I need a student GA for Pitt call Diane x9535

HELP! I need tickets! Please call x1321

NEED 6 TN, and 6 USC GA's. Will pay big bucks.

I have 2 Tennesse GA's I want to trade for 3 Pitt GA's. CM Shannon P 727-7352

MANY PITT AND TENN GA TICKETS AVAILABLE TO PARENTS WILL PAY BIG MONEY CALL ERC or JEFF 45375

Need 2 PITT or TENN GA'S CALL ME AT 727-3933 Selling Pittsburgh students

I need USC--$77-6048 Tony

I want to sell 2 TTN GA's for $150

NEED 2 TTN GA's for $150

TICKETS WANTED

If you any tickets for any game, please call me. Paul X6058

PLEASE SELL ME OR 1 TENN GAs X964

HELP! I need student TTN for $90 should be available for 8 pm

I need 2 PITA GA's. Can you help me out? X4410

I need a student GA for Pitt call Diane x9535

HELP! I need tickets! Please call x1321

Need 10 TN GA's. Can you help me out? X4410

WILL BUY USC AND TENNESSEE GAS FOR $100 A TICKET 27370071

I need 2 GA's for Pitt. I need to sell them for Navy big Nav fans willing to pay call Dale #1534

NEED GA's FOR PITT AND USC. MONEY NO OBJECTION. Call Rich x3414

Help, I need 2 Tn GA's for Tenn, for my good looking, available, never seen a game at No--call Laura at 217-9185, please

TENNIS GAS NEEDED PLEASE CALL FAMT x6954

HELP, TENNESSEE GAS NEEDED PLEASE CALL FAMT x6954

I need 2 TTN GA's for $185 Will call at x600

TICKETS FOR TENN

TRADE: 5 USC for 2 Tn GA's for $155 Call Mike 392-1583

WILL TRADE 2 USC FOR 2 TENNESSEE GAS... 601-924-5417 NIGHTS

HELP! I need student tickets. Please call 272-4372

WE HAVE 4 PITS AND PUNN YOUNG FANS WANTED FOR 2 TENN GAS CALL ME ASAP.

I HAVE 5 NAVY GA'S TO TRADE FOR $8 OR BOTH IT CALL Matt at 236-9051

HELP! I need three USC GA's please call me at x6523

I need 2 PITT GA's of $1939 Will call at x89992

NEED 2 TICKS TO TRADE FOR $5 OR BOTH IT CALL Matt at 236-9051

HELP! I need three USC GA's please call me at x6523

I need 2 PITT GA's of $1939 Will call at x89992

NEED 2 TICKS TO TRADE FOR $5 OR BOTH IT CALL Matt at 236-9051

HELP! I need three USC GA's please call me at x6523

I need 2 PITT GA's of $1939 Will call at x89992
**1991-92 NOTRE DAME HOCKEY SCHEDULE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Oct. 25</td>
<td>at Air Force</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Oct. 26</td>
<td>at Air Force</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Nov. 1</td>
<td>Wisco-Eau Claire</td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Nov. 8</td>
<td>NEW HAMPSHIRE</td>
<td>at Kent State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Nov. 15</td>
<td>KENT/STATE</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Nov. 16</td>
<td>KENT/STATE</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Nov. 22</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Nov. 23</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tue. Nov. 26</td>
<td>at Merrimack College</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Nov. 29</td>
<td>at Maine (in Portland)</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Nov. 30</td>
<td>at Maine (in Green)</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 6</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Dec. 7</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Dec. 13</td>
<td>at Prancing</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Dec. 14</td>
<td>at Prancing</td>
<td>at Lake Forest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCOREBOARD**

**NHL STANDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONFERENCE</th>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Boston Bruins</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1-0-0 1-4-0 1-0-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York Rangers</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3-0-0 0-2-0 1-0-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pittsburgh Penguins</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3-0-0 0-2-0 1-0-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Philadelphia Flyers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3-0-0 0-2-0 1-0-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRANSACTIONS**

**Baseball**

Chicago White Sox—Announced that Dan Barry, manager, to a one-year contract.

Kansas City Royals—Announced that Bob Dernier, manager, to a two-year contract.

National League

CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Announced that Don Kessinger, pitcher, to a one-year contract.

Kansas City of the International Hockey League.

WALSH UNIVERSITY

**Ball State**

**Bobcats**

**CAMPUS BADMINTON—MEN AND WOMEN**

**ENTRY DEADLINE—OCTOBER 9**

**Concluded About Campus Crime?**

Have a Suggestion?

Need Information?

**TALK TO THE STUDENT TASK FORCE ON CRIME**

Greg Butrus (Chairman) 283-2007

Dave Cathcart 283-3217

Dave Certo 283-1034

Maureen Connelly 283-4716

Jim Gordon 289-6546

Brian Murphy 289-6546

Kristie Shafer 283-2646
Cooper asserts that Graham will counter Illini’s Verduzco

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Ohio State coach John Cooper said Monday he will be watching the quarterback position closely every day at practice but still feels Kent Graham is his starter. "Graham’s the guy. As I said the other day, nothing has changed," Cooper said before practice at the Woody Hayes Athletic Center.

In Saturday’s 31-16 victory over Wisconsin in the Big Ten opener for both teams, Graham started and played 3 1/2 quarters. He was sacked four times for 36 yards in losses.

Still, he left with a 17-2 lead. Kirk Herbstreit came on and in one series completed 1 of 3 passes for 12 yards and, avoiding two would-be tackles in the backfield, spun around right end on a 32-yard scrambling touchdown run.

Joe Pickens, on his only series, set up Raymond Harris’ 6-yard touchdown run by tossing a 34-yard completion to Joey Galloway.

After the game, an agitated Cooper had said, "We’ll let you know who’s No. 1 and No. 2. Period. Case closed."

He then said he didn’t want to talk about the quarterback situation anymore.

Graham said Monday he doesn’t see that there is a quarterback controversy. "I’m confident, in what I’m doing out there," he said. "I think I played well Saturday. I don’t feel like there should be a controversy. Kirk got in and then did a good job, and so did Joe. But ultimately it’s up to the coaches and I’m going to let them make the decision."

Cooper said the quarterbacks would be evaluated every day like all other positions are. "But Graham said he didn’t feel like he had to prove himself in practice each day. "I try not to think of it that way," Graham said, adding he did not want to worry about somebody gaining on him in practice. "That’s the way I play best. I try to approach it that way; whether or not I can do it, that’s another thing."

The Buckeyes, ranked 11th this week, travel to No. 20 Illinois for their first road game of the season Saturday. While three quarterbacks looked good for Ohio State last weekend, one has been outstanding all year for the Illini.

Jason Verduzco, a 5-foot-9 junior, has jumped into the midst of the Heisman Trophy race by completing 88 of 146 passes (60 percent) for 1,297 yards and seven touchdowns with only two interceptions.

"He’s more active than any other quarterback we’ve faced," Cooper said. "The thing they try to do is have him drop so deep (in the pocket). It’s a good scheme with him and not many people get to him. You don’t see him get sacked very often."

Verduzco has been sacked four times all year, matching the number of sacks against Graham by Wisconsin.

"He takes the biggest drop I’ve ever seen in my life," Graham said. "Guys (defensive linemen) are probably dying by the time they get to him. It’s a 30-yard sprint, probably."

How American Express helps you cover more territory. For less money.

Become a Student Cardmember today and get 5 roundtrips on Continental Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Express® Card offers an exciting travel program exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place you like to visit. If it’s on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the Continental Divide for only $189, to fly from Chicago to Minneapolis/St. Paul.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the continental U.S., including up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month for an entire year—absolutely free. And that’s just one example of how the Card can help you save.

For just $2 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And it’s easy to apply. Just call us (have your bank address and account number on hand). What’s more, with our special student offer, it’s easier to get the Card now while you’re still in school than it may ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory. And cover it for less money. And have your pick of cities... anywhere east of the Mississippi River.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX Continental

If you’re already a Cardmember there’s no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving soon.
USA vs. JAPAN VOLLEYBALL

TOUR SCHEDULE
Oct. 5 Kansas City, MO
Oct. 6 Dekalb, IL
Oct. 8 South Bend, IN
Oct. 9 Battle Creek, MI
Oct. 13 Saginaw, MI

Valpo continued from page 20
Brown said, "But the great teams come in and play well no matter who's on the other side of the net. They didn't let us on at all, and that's something we need to do ourselves."

"However, I don't think we're eight years behind them. We have players who are very capable of playing with them."

In the third-place match, Notre Dame jumped on top early, downing San Jose State 15-3 in the first game, only to let the Spartans grab the momentum back in the next two games, 15-9 and 15-12.

The Irish hung tough, however, tying the match at two games apiece with a 15-3 victory in the fourth game. But in the fifth and deciding game, San Jose rose to the occasion, knocking off Notre Dame 15-11 in a hard-fought battle.

"Maybe they were a little more determined, a little hungrier for a win," Brown said. "That match was disappointing because we had opportunities to win, and I really feel like we should have won. We just didn't maintain focus and finish them off after we got them down."

So now the Irish tangle with the Crusaders having lost three straight matches and four of their last five. But Valparaiso presents the perfect opportunity for them to get back on the winning track.

"We're definitely the stronger team, but we're going to need a good team effort," said Brown. "Valpo's going to come in fired up, and we're going to have to come in fired up as well.

The Crusaders are led by two Michigan natives, senior Lori Barton at middle blocker and freshman setter Kristy Gates, as well as senior setter Chris Solzman. However, Valparaiso is very small across the front line—one only player on the roster stands over six feet tall.

In the all-time series, Notre Dame has dominated, holding a 9-2 edge and not suffering a defeat to Valparaiso since 1990—the first year at the varsity level for the Irish.

Messier serves up New York victory
Toronto backed by former Oiler Fuhr in shutout of Blues

NEW YORK (AP) — Mark Messier celebrated his first home game at Madison Square Garden by setting up both New York goals, including Mike Gartner's game-winner 31 seconds into overtime that gave the Rangers a 2-1 victory over the Boston Bruins on Monday night.

Messier, who helped lead Edmonton to five Stanley Cups, was acquired from the Oilers on Friday. Since his arrival, the Rangers have won a pair of 2-1 decisions, both in overtime, with Messier assisting on three of the four goals. Messier set up Gartner in the slot with a cross-ice pass from the right boards and the veteran right wing, a 49-goal scorer last season, snapped the puck past Matt DelGuidice, spelling the rookie's first NHL start.

DelGudice, whose only previous NHL action was 10 scoreless minutes in relief against Montreal last Jan. 31, made 38 saves as the Rangers outshot Boston 40-23 in avenging a 5-3 loss by the Bruins on opening night.

Messier's first home appearance as a Ranger was greeted by thunderous applause. "That match was disappointing against Montreal last Jan. 31," said Brown. "So now we're going to come in fired up, and we're going to have to come in fired up as well."

The Crusaders are led by two Michigan natives, senior Lori Barton at middle blocker and freshman setter Kristy Gates, as well as senior setter Chris Solzman. However, Valparaiso is very small across the front line—one only player on the roster stands over six feet tall.

In the all-time series, Notre Dame has dominated, holding a 9-2 edge and not suffering a defeat to Valparaiso since 1990—the first year at the varsity level for the Irish.
Auburn coaches implicated by tape recordings

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Secretly recorded tapes made by former Auburn football player Eric Ramsey show that coaches and athlete gave him money to help purchase a car, provided a monthly stipend and promised him a bonus for interception returns.

Ramsey's attorney said Monday.

Donald Watkins of Birmingham said he has nearly finished listening to the tapes made by Ramsey, who has leveled serious accusations against the Auburn football program.

The NCAA has launched a preliminary investigation at Auburn.

Ramsey has hired a lawyer to conduct an independent review.

The court ordered the release of the tapes to the media.

Ramsey was always paid in person and always in cash, according to his attorney.

On one tape, Watkins said, the coach and a person who was making the payment joked that he did not want to send it via Federal Express, presumably a reference to an episode in which a Kentucky assistant basketball coach allegedly mailed cash to a recruit and it was opened on the plane.

"That was a private joke between them," Watkins said. "That gives you a general idea of the kinds of things that were going on."

Watkins would not say how much Ramsey allegedly was promised for each interception. "I think I'll save that," the attorney said.
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Baseball's Leo Durocher dies

"The Lip" remembered for his aggressive management

PALM SPRING, Calif. (AP) — Leo Durocher, a flashy and controversial manager for nearly a half-century, was "nearly finished listening to the phone calls" when he died last month. His death marked the end of an era in baseball.

Durocher died at 1:20 p.m. PDT at Desert Hospital of natural causes, hospital spokesman Henry Bedivacque said.

Durocher played for 17 seasons, almost all as a shortstop, with the Brooklyn Dodgers, Cincinnati Reds, St. Louis Cardinals and New York Yankees. He coached in the Baltimore Orioles' farm system in 1925.

Yet it was his fiery style as a manager that drew "The Lip" his greatest attention. He reorganized his share of fines and suspensions during his managerial career, which included stints with the Brooklyn Dodgers, the team he started with in 1939; the New York Giants, the Chicago Cubs and the Houston Astros, whom he


He guided three teams into the World Series — the 1941 Dodgers, who lost to the Yankees; the 1951 Giants, who lost to the Yankees; and the 1954 Giants, who swept the Cleveland Indians.

And the man who talked about nice guys finishing last did wind up in the cellar once, with the 1966 Chicago Cubs, who went 59-103. But the next season, his second with the Cubs, they improved to 87-74.

At various times in between, he worked as a coach for the Los Angeles Dodgers and an announcer for NBC-TV. After leaving the Astros at age 68, he retired to Palm Springs. He continued to appear at baseball functions and remained active on the Hollywood and social circuit, spending time with the many who knew him, including former player Petroky.

Leo Ernest Durocher was born on July 27, 1905, in West Springfield, Mass. He made it to the majors in 1925 and played 23 seasons, hitting .247 and driving in 567 RBIs. His Dodgers limited role, in 1941, 1943 and 1945, his last active season.

He ended his career with a .247 batting average, 4 home runs and 13 RBI. His Dodgers of 1939 finished third in the NL. The next season, they improved to second. And, in 1941, they won the pennant before falling to the Yankees.

America's oldest running club. There is a mandatory meeting to be held in the lower level of Nieuwland at 7:30 p.m.
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COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) — Missouri basketball coach Norm Stewart maintains the NCAA's investigative process is "in drastic need of reform."

In his new book, "Stormin' Back," Stewart also decries the influence of university administrators on the NCAA. He writes that athletic directors, coaches and others in college athletics are "left out of the decision-making process" by the organization.

Stewart, entering his 25th season at Missouri, unveiled the book on Monday during a news conference at his home.

"It's not a book where we're trying to bash anyone," Stewart said. "I think it's a healthy criticism... it's just my side."

Asked whether his criticism of the NCAA qualified as bashing, Stewart said, "comparatively, I did nothing — compared to their bashing. I took two years their bashing. I took two years of that."

Missouri's basketball program was penalized by the NCAA last year for violations including using an improper recruiting agent and university scholarship payments to an ineligible player and small cash payments to several players.

It was the first time in school history that a Missouri athletic program received NCAA sanctions — two years probation, a ban from the NCAA tournament and limits on basketball scholarship awards.

Stewart said a survey of coaches he conducted for the book indicated many of his colleagues share his resentment toward the NCAA.

He sent questionnaires to 72 coaches, and 34 responded, Stewart said. Tests of the questions are not included in the book.

"The coaches have little say in the rules, the players even less," he writes. "The annual NCAA convention is in the middle of basketball season, and the school presidents and administrators run the show.

"In the survey, it was unanimous, 34-0, that coaches wanted more coaches and players to participate in the NCAA rules-making process."

Norm Stewart also renews a call for the NCAA to adopt due process for its investigations similar to those in the legal system.

"As it stands, the NCAA puts too much of a burden on the coaches to prove their innocence," he writes. "If we are members of their group, shouldn't they be trying to find us innocent?"

Dave Cawood, an NCAA spokesman, said it was "a compliment to the NCAA" for Stewart to acknowledge that the chief executive officers of colleges and universities run the organization.

"It shows that education should be foremost in what the NCAA is all about," Cawood said.

As for Stewart's calls for due process, Cawood said the Missouri coach didn't appear before an independent commission that has been studying NCAA rules for about a year.

The panel is expected to make its recommendations in November, he said.

"There was an opportunity for him to present his ideas," Cawood said.

However, Stewart told reporters he decided not to attend the NCAA rules hearing in Washington because he would have had to travel at his own expense — something that was unappealing to him because he had just refinanced his home mortgage. He didn't elaborate.

"I hope to make enough to pay for the drinks and food you have," Stewart, 56, also offers a detailed account of his fight with cancer, from the time he was stricken on a 1989 team flight.
Irish volleyball awaits arrival of attacking Crusaders

By RENE FERRAN
Associate Sports Editor

The United States' drive toward Olympic gold in the women's volleyball tournament rolls through Notre Dame. This Friday's preview for next year's excitement in Barcelona, the U.S. and Japan meet in the third of a five-match tour of the Midwest tonight at 6 p.m. looking for next year's excitement in the 1992 Olympics when Stanford in the first round, and went up against top-ranked teams in the OTC Invitational.

The tour is a tune-up for next month's World Cup tournament in Japan which will be the Americas' last chance to qualify for the 1992 Olympics to be held in Barcelona, Spain. The U.S. missed an opportunity to clinch a berth in the eight-team field when it finished second to Cuba recently completed NORCECA Zone 6 Championship in Regina, Saskatchewan.

In order for the U.S. to make the Olympics, it must finish higher than any of the other men's Olympic qualification teams at the World Cup. Besides Cuba, the Soviet Union (1988 gold medalists at the Olympics in China), runners-up at the world championships (Asian zone champions) and Spain (host country) already have earned a trip to Barcelona.

"It's going to be some of the best volleyball people in this arena will have an opportunity to see in person," said Irish coach Debbie Brown. "If you're only seen world-class volleyball on television, you can see how they hit the ball, the power on display will be impressive.

The U.S. team is currently ranked third in the world by virtue of its bronze medalist showing at the 1990 World Championships, but its upset loss to the Cubans in Regina only heightens the importance of the World Cup tournament to be held November 8-17, and hence, this tour.

"We were disappointed that we were unable to earn our Olympic spot at [Regina]," said USA coach Terry Liskovych.

"We feel that we belong in the Olympics, and this tour plays a large role in preparing for the World Cup."

Four traditionally one of the top teams in Asia, and this team is no different. Since we have (these) matches scheduled with them in such a short period of time, it should be interesting to see how both team's strategies will vary.

The two teams have split the first two matches in the series. The Crusaders have lost three in a row here, but we're going to need a win to make us feel good.

"Anybody who wants to leave—you're better off with them."